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President’s Message
Dear OFA Members, Friends, 
and Family,

I hope everyone had a great 
Christmas and holiday season.   
I wish a safe, prosperous, and 
Happy New Year to all!

We are rapidly approaching the 
mid-year event in Dallas at the 

end of March.  The website should be up to date with 
details.  Much hard work is being put in also for the 
next annual meeting in Napa Valley.  This event will 
be one to remember and I hope that everyone can 
come with your families.

For those of you who attended the 2015 annual 
meeting, there was definitely lower attendance and 
energy than normal.  While it was a successful event, 
the combination of the recent loss of two beloved 
members and lower than normal attendance cast 
somewhat of a wet blanket on the mood.  Hopefully 
the annual meeting in Napa Valley will give us a 
revitalizing boost of energy as a group!

The website will be updated by the time that you 
read this.  The dates are October 26th-October 
29th  2016.  There may have been some initial 
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confusion about the exact dates so please check 
your calendars! Look for more event information in 
email, on the website, and on Facebook!

One of the action items from the last business 
meeting was an update to the bylaws to the name of 
the organization.  With the help of Rob Spencer, OFA 
159, and our legal team, the executive committee is 
proposing the following bylaw change:

CURRENT LANGUAGE:

ARTICLE I

Section 1. The name of this Association shall be 
the O F A.

RECOMMENDED LANGUAGE:

ARTICLE I

Section 1. The official name of this association, 
as incorporated in the State of Oregon, is “Organized 
Flying Adjusters, Inc.”  

Section 2. Organized Flying Adjusters, Inc. is 
also known as, The Organization of Flying Adjusters, 
Organization of Flying Adjusters, and (The) OFA.

Per Article XI of the bylaws:

Proposed amendments to the Constitution and By-
Laws must be submitted in writing to the President 
or Secretary. Any proposed amendment shall be 
considered by the Executive Committee at its next 
meeting, at which time the Executive Committee 
shall consider the proposed amendment for its 
recommendations for adoption, and such amendment 
shall be submitted to all members together with the 
Executive Committee’s recommendations at least 
thirty days prior to the next regular or special meeting 
of the Association. The proposed amendment shall 
be read at the next meeting and 
shall be voted upon, at least 
two-thirds of the members 
present shall vote in favor of 
adopting the amendment if it 
shall be adopted.

Continued on pg. 11
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“The aircraft on the back of the Suburban, and about to be launched, is used by 
the NMSU and the Department of Agriculture to track changes in grazing land. 
It has been in use for about 10 years.”

UAS Accident Investigation 
The no aircraft standards for UAS, what could be the problem?

By Dennis Zaklan and Bill Provance (OFA 137), 

Editors Note: At the Scottsdale Annual Conference in the typical 
hospitality suite roundtable conversations I confirmed that Bill was very 
active in Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) testing. I cornered him and 
he clarified that a friend of his, Dennis Zaklan and he were involved in 
UAS testing in New Mexico. The long and short of it is that they provided 
this article for which we are very grateful. To clarify who Dennis and Bill 
are, follows are very brief bio’s of them both, the long story would take 
up more pages that we have available:

Dennis Zaklan Retired from the U.S. Navy as a master chief cryptologist 
and electronic warfare specialist following 29 years of service. He was 
a principle element in establishing the New Mexico State University’s 
Physical Science Laboratory as one of the nations’ leaders in unmanned 
aircraft systems (UAS) and the Technical Analysis and Applications 
Center which most of the UAS Community knows as “TAAC.” Zaklan 
established the NMSU TAAC Flight Operations Team in 2004, and 
performed as the lead for the FAA approval and establishment of the 
UAS Flight Test Center enabling government and civil entities a legal 
place to test, demonstrate and train crews. The University has been 
involved with unmanned aircraft since 1998. Zaklan currently is the 
deputy director of the NMSU UAS Flight Test Center, and has recently 
been named as the interim director for TAAC (https://taac.psl.nmsu.edu).

Bill Provance has specialized in investigation of aircraft accidents, jet 
engine losses, aircraft related bodily injury accidents, cargo losses, and 
aerial application chemical drift claims. He holds masters degrees in 
business administration and aeronautical science from Embry Riddle 
Aeronautical University. He has also been a university instructor teaching 
courses in Safety Management Engineering. Bill was a US Air Force 
Command Pilot and C-130 Instructor pilot. He holds an FAA Commercial 
license with multi-engine instrument privileges. In the US Air Force he 
spent 11 years developing, directing and evaluating flight, ground and 
nuclear safety programs and was the chief of the safety inspection 
branch for a major airlift command. After retiring from the USAF as a 
WC-130 pilot, he has been active in the adjusting field since 1994. He 
is a graduate of numerous military accident investigation courses for 
aviation and ground vehicles. He has been involved in investigation of 
aviation accidents since 1978 and a USAF accident board member as 
the investigating officer. Bill currently has approximately 2,500 hours 
total flight time in a variety of aircraft. Bill is a Past President of the 
Organization of Flying Adjusters, as well as having been the Treasurer 
and Secretary of that group. He joined Arnold and Arnold, Inc. in 2012.

UAS is an “Unmanned Aircraft System” per the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). Three basic parts make up 
the “system”:

 1) The UA or aircraft;
 2) The communications system;
 3) The control station. 

Standards for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) have not 
been established, so it is all based on who designed and 
built the specific UAS. There are lots of different hardware, 
systems and subsystems; some off the shelf (aviation grade 
or not), lots of software and applications programs all with 
varying abilities. To top it off, there are four basic types of 
UAS: fixed wing, flying wings, helicopter, and multi-rotor Continued on next page

along with multiple hybrids. Oh, and these come in all sizes 
from the palm of your hand or smaller, to a 737 wingspan. 
All with varying weights and capabilities, even when they 
look the same.

The procedures and processes for accident investigation 
have been have been refined and validated over the years 
on manned aviation, so incorporating UAS into the mix 
should be a breeze, RIGHT? Wrong. Out in the western 
part of the U.S. the ranchers have a phrase when they want 
to slow down or stop: “Whoa.” Many of the procedures and 
processes for manned aviation accident investigation will 
apply and fit UAS accidents, incidents or crashes. Some 
won’t, and new procedures may need to be developed.

New Mexico State University (NMSU) has been working 
with the FAA since 1998 collecting data on UAS and 
since 2007 has been designated a UAS Flight Test Center 
(FTC) under a Cooperative Research and Development 
Agreement (CRDA).  This occurred to formalize the effort 
of analyzing airworthiness and capability performance and 
limitation from which standards; procedures; and rules/
regulations could be established. 

The other important factor in determining a UAS is the 
“use”.  If you are a public entity (state, county, city, or 
federal), or if you are using the unmanned aircraft (UA) for 
commercial purposes, then your UAS has to be registered. 
However, regardless of size, speed, ability, type (fixed wing, 
helicopter, multi-rotor, ducted fan, or hybrid), you could fly 
the same “aircraft” as a hobbyist with a whole different set 
of rules, which were really recommendations, from the FAA. 
This requirement changed in December 2015 when the 
FAA required all UAVs over 1.5 pounds to be registered 
with the FAA.

Section 333 exemptions allow commercial users of UAS to 
operate in the NAS have to register their UAS and put their 
“N” number on their aircraft.  However, these UAS do not 
require an airworthiness assessment, which is really the 
critical factor for UAS safety of flight.  The airworthiness 
assessment is what enables the FAA or other accepted 
equivalent process, MILHNDBK-516 NMSU UAS FTC (the 
Military Standard for flight and safely evaluation similar 
to an Airworthiness certificate) or others; establishes the 
capabilities and limitations for a particular system UAS.  
The limitations imposed for particular systems are based on 
the system capabilities and address such minor things from 
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See answer on pg. 11

design issues to weather/wind capabilities. All UAS of the 
same type and size are NOT CREATED EQUAL.  Like that 
of pilots, experience, training and knowledge make a huge 
difference on aircraft safety.  The same applies to a UAS, 
but now many of the pilot functions are performed by either 
the onboard autopilot or the autopilot in the ground control 
station.  Where the various applications and programs are 
stored and how they are integrated into the design means a 
world of difference on performance.

Although UAS for military purposes have been around 
since the 1930’s, only recently has the expansion into the 
government, other than military, and civil markets begun. 
Israel has led the world in UAS use in their airspace, 
but their airspace system is different than European or 
North American airspace systems.  Their Ministry of 
Defense (IMOD) runs the airspace.  Size, weight, power, 
and processing evolutions proliferating all aspects of 
computing and electronics, the old methods of validating 
equipment and systems by the FAA and other government 
agencies is unable to keep-up.  UAS, and in particular 
small UAS, developments and new technical applications 
are phenomenal.  One of the issues is that a system 
that may have been developed by a 12 year-old with no 
comprehension of aviation practices or procedures, or the 
effects of his/her new applications, can now be an aircraft 
that can be used for commercial purposes. Even larger 
experienced companies have had design and integration 
issues.  New Mexico State University (NMSU) during UAS 
airworthiness evaluations and flight-testing have noted 
some design aspects that would never have been used, or 
make it through design review, in manned aviation because 
they were inherently unsafe. But they are being used in 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS).

Analyzing a UAS crash, mishap or incident as noted 
earlier, will inherently follow the same process as manned 
aircraft.  Depending on the event and the circumstances 
leading up to it, the specific UAS involved may require more 
analysis and research.  As noted previously, each UAS has 
a maturity level, which starts from zero and goes to very 
reliable.  However, component and subsystem integration 
testing for changes to the UAS on and off board subsystems 
and systems can be very important.  Some autopilot 
manufacturers perform outstanding bench, software in the 
loop (SIL) and hardware in the loop (HIL) testing before 
flight-testing. Others manufacturers are less diligent and in 
a hurry to get the change out to the market. 

It will be important, as part of the investigation, that the 
investigator has a thorough understanding of the UAS, 
or a subject matter (the UAS specific) expert be relied 
upon for the technical operations of the system.  Different 
manufacturers have developed their own software to include 
safety features or applications.  Geo-fencing (preset flight 
range parameters) to keep the UAS in a particular area 
is a big one, but not all UAs have this feature.  Another 
useful feature some UAS have is lost link or return home 
programs.  This program enable the UAS to perform certain 
maneuvers when the communications uplink, or both 
uplink and downlink, is/are lost.  Different methodology for 
different types of UAS, and again not all are equal or even 

have these safety features.

Another major item to consider is the man/machine 
interface, which can be a serious factor in UAS accidents, 
mishaps and crashes.  New Mexico State University’s 
investigative experience has indicated that the same 
principles of manned aviation mishaps apply to the UAS 
arena.  The main additions are that there are more moving 
computer applications involved and the operators/UAS 
pilots have less or varying flight training/experience.  We all 
believe that when we buy the toy at the mall we don’t need 
to heed or even read the instruction manual, after all it is a 
toy in comparison to a real aircraft. Hobbyist UAS operators 
feel the same way, even if they have no aviation experience.

This article scratches the surface of UAS accident 
investigation possibilities.  That being said, New Mexico 
State University’s UAS flight test center has worked with a 
number of “professional” UAS pilots and teams.  Many of 
them were and are very professional and you can tell they 
had civil or military aviation background.  Others are a little 
less experianced. Seemingly a big factor, even with some 
of the experience teams, was the lack of checklists, or if 
they did have them, they did not use them. 

To all investigators, it is a tough job sometimes and we wish 
you well.  As UAS subject matter experts, the authors, Bill 
Provance and Dennis Zaklan both with the NMSU UAS 
FTC are here to assist you if needed. 

Editors final Note: A final note is the last paragraph of the 
article should be taken to heart, we have UAS’s in our 
household (under 1.5 pounds) and though we can not climb 
above 400 feet, we have yet to read the instructions.

“This black UAV is an “eBee” made by SenseFly. My airworthiness assessments 
of the system weight is twice as much as that of the actual aircraft, which weighs 
in at 1.5 pounds.”
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I1. Martin V. Clingwall, V.P. C.I.P.
(604) 589-1121
Claims Pro
#102 – 15290 – 103A Ave. 
Surrey, BC, Canada V3R 7A2

59. M.R. “Marty” Brown
(316) 722-7821
Providence Washington Aviation, LLC
655 Caddy Lane
Wichita, KS 67212

66. Marvin Rogge
(702) 631-9900
Rogge Insurance  
Services – Aviation
2830 N. Rancho Road, Suite A
Las Vegas, NV 89130

69. Bernard J. Coogan
(636) 745-0247
AIRCO Accident Investigation 
and Research Co.
P.O. Box 740, 203 Westwind Trail
Wright City, MO 63390

96. Harry D. Brooks
(770) 239-7432
6045 Atlantic Blvd.
Norcross, GA 30071

102. William L. Hall
(630) 932-0707
L.J. Shaw & Co.
1100 S. Main Street
Lombard, IL 60148-3979

104. Charles WM “Bill” Arnold
(619) 233-1096
Arnold & Arnold Inc.
2329 India Street
San Diego, CA 92101

106. Leo H. Howe
(314) 275-7077
Providence Washington  
Aviation, LLC
2343 Weldon Parkway
St. Louis, MO 63146-3207

108. Allen A. Ryan
(207) 284-2200
Ryan Insurance Services, Inc.
87 Landry Street
Biddeford, ME 04005-4332

118. Robert Betts
(915) 544-8285
VeriClaim, Inc.
421 Executive Center Blvd 
Suite A
El Paso, TX 79902

119. Rob Cheek
(626) 498-0766
Cheek and Company, Inc.
842 North Cummings Rd.
Covina, CA 91724-2505

120. Thomas W. Cook
(225) 926-4090
Cook & Cook, Inc.
P.O. Box 15633
Baton Rouge, LA 70895

122. Kevin M. Olsen
(718) 748-0560
Kevin M. Olsen & Associates, Inc.
9728 Third Ave., Suite 545
Brooklyn, NY 11209

127. Monty P. Williams
(325) 247-1064
Williams Claims & Investigations
207 Riverside Dr. W.
Llano, Texas 78643

129. Allen G. Plumley
(219) 663-7468
A.G. Plumley
3523 Windsor Place
Crown Point, IN 46307

131. John Cooley 
(610) 996-9313
JW Cooley &  Associates
1221 New Hampshire Lane
Downingtown, PA 19335

133. Chad Coogan
(636) 745-0247
AIRCO Accident Investigation 
and Research Co.
P.O. Box 740 
1439 Skyhawk Place
Wright City, MO 63390

134. Kenneth S. Harris
(623) 872-4930
Glendale Municipal Airport
6801 N. Glen Harbor Blvd. #202
Glendale, AZ 85307

136. Richard H. Dieckhoff
(305) 367-4790
Richard H. Dieckhoff, LLC
20 Grayvik Drive
Key Largo, FL 33037

137. William “Bill” Provance
(575) 522-0334
Arnold & Arnold
5564 Via Segura
Las Cruces, NM 88011 

138. Kevin D. Wyckoff, AIC
(907) 357-8000
Alaska Claims Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 871169
Wasilla, AK 99687

139. Keith G. 
Germscheid
(403) 640-9076
Mclarens Claims 
Suite 1460
10655 Southport Road SW
Calgary Alberta, CA T2W 4Y1

141. Hope DeLong
(567) 712-2097
Arnold and Arnold, Inc. 
1380 West Hume Road. 
Lima, Ohio 45806

142. Paul H. Leonard
(972) 447-2061
CTC Services Aviation (LAD Inc.)
16415 Addison Rd.  
Suite 800
Addison, TX 75001

143. John S. Young
(631) 285-6934
CTC Services Aviation (LAD Inc.)
990 S. 2nd Street Suite 6
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779

144. Robert R. Cole
(206) 369-5520
12819 SE 38th Street #475
Bellevue, WA 98006

The membership of OFA is dedicated to 
the highest standard of professional ethics 
in handling aviation insurance claims, 
investigating causes of aircraft accidents 
objectively and promoting every aspect of 
air safety.
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152. David Gourgues
(407) 982-8030
Aviation LS
3555 Maguire Blvd. Suite 204
Orlando, FL 32803 

155. Rex Thompson
(480) 586-4376
Claimtx Corp.
P.O. Box 28816
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

156. Eric J. Popper
(630) 932-0707
L.J. Shaw & Company
1100 South Main Street
Lombard, IL 60148-3979

157. Ian Foord
(780) 581-6801
Apartado Postac #226
Pachuca, Hidelgo
Mexico  42000 

159. Rob Spencer
(541) 508-8577
Arnold & Arnold
2329 India St.
SanDiego, CA  92101
(Bend Oregon Office)

160. Anne Spencer
(415) 722-1620
Arnold & Arnold
2329 India St.
SanDiego, CA  92101
(SanFrancisco Office)

161. Bob Balslev
(909)921-3098
Arnold & Arnold, Inc. 
3817 Sumac Ct.
Fallbrook, CA 92028

162. Timothy G, Geil
(972) 447-7746
Charles Taylor Aviation
8144 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, TX 75231

163.  Robert Norris
(972) 516-3239
AviationLS
801 E Plano Prky #206
Plano, TX 75074

165. Chris White
(713) 780-3200
P and R White & Co. Inc.
2537 So. Gessner #243
Houston Texas 77063

166. Keith Brown
Bus: (316) 722-7821
Fax: (316) 722-5940
PW Aviation
655 Caddy Lane
Wichita, KS 67212

167. L.A. “Skip” Higley, 
Ph.D.
(407)212-9286
(800)825-9848
Captain – USAirways (Ret)
The LAH Aviation Group
PO Box 1605
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32170

168. JASON STEELE
(770) 694-6639
Charles Taylor Aviation (USA)
PO Box 801700
Acworth, GA 30101

169. PAUL W. GREENING
(306) 353-2000
Paul W. Greening 
Box 190
26C Palliser Park
Riverhurst, Saskatchewan  
S0H 3P0

2016 OFA Officers
President

Eric J. Popper, OFA 156
L.J. Shaw & Company

1100 South Main Street
Lombard, IL 60148-3979

Past President
David Gourgues, OFA 152

Aviation LS
3555 Maguire Blvd., Suite 204

Orlando, FL 32803

President Elect
Keith Brown, OFA 166

PW Aviation
655 Caddy Lane

Wichita, KS 67212

Treasurer
Timothy G. Geil, OFA 162

Charles Taylor Aviation
8144 Walnut Hill Lane

Dallas, TX 75231

Secretary
Kevin D. Wyckoff, OFA 138

Alaska Claims Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 871169

Wasilla, AK 99687

Executive Secretary
Hope DeLong, OFA 141

Arnold & Arnold, Inc. 
1380 West Hume Rd.

Lima, OH 45806

Membership Chairman
Allen A. Ryan, OFA 108

87 Landry St.
Biddeford, ME 04005-4332

Conference Chairman
Thomas W. Cook, OFA 120

Cook & Cook, Inc.
P.O. Box 15633

Baton Rouge, LA 70895
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57th Annual Conference Scottsdale Arizona 
07 through 10 October 2015

Ron and Susan Hofer with Robby and Jack Arnold

The Power Group,  
Executive and President with Minions

Sign in and head to the 
activities, Carol Harris

The infamous Hospitality Suite

…and always expanding our 
horizons with education.

Paradise Valley Aviation’s Hampton’s

Our Hosts, the Harris’s

AirMotive Specialties’s Teeters
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Hosted by:
Michael Harrington & Co.;

Jon Morse Law Group;
and Michaelis, Montanari, & Johnson Attornies at Law.

October 26th – October 29th Napa California!
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The Bernie Coogan 
Memorial Scholarship Award 

This year by executive 
decision the OFA 
scholarship has been 
renamed “The Bernie 
Coogan Memorial 
Scholarship Award”. 
Bernie has always been 
an advocate for education 
and this scholarship in 
particular and we all feel 
that this is an appropriate 

name change. 

This year the One Thousand Dollar scholarship was 
presented by Paul Leonard and awarded to Aissatou 
Nafi Maiga to continue her studies at Embry Riddle  
in Daytona Beach, Florida. Congratulations to  
Ms. Nafi Maiga.

We previously sent 

out notification of 

Don’s passing, but 

wanted to include 

him in a copy of this 

Newsletter and thank 

him for his service to 

the OFA and for his 

making the world a 

better place.

Prior to his passing Don sent the editor a copy off all 

of his past OFA newsletters. Unfortunately they need a 

better scanner and coloring to insert, but Don wanted 

this editor to have “old fodder” if needed to make the 

Newsletter more interesting, because “all this new 

stuff is just stuff”.  We miss your dry humor Don.

Last Flight
Bernard J. (Bernie) 
Coogan, OFA 69

It is with sadness that we 
relate that Bernie passed 
on, on 19 November 
2015 at the age of 85. 
He is survived by his 
wife JoAnn, seven 
children, five siblings, 16 
grandchildren, eight great 
grandchildren, and four 
great great grandchildren, 

and multiple other family members. We could fill 
several pages and not even begin to cover “Bernie” 
as we know him. His adventures were epic and always 
related in a calm voice with a grin. If it flew, he probably 
flew it. He served his country in Vietnam and Laos 
both with the Air Force and as a Civilian Pilot. Bernie 
also had degrees in Engineering and Machine design, 
Business Administration, and was a graduate of the 
John Marshall Law School in Chicago. In conversation 
one would have never thought he was an attorney, 
just a really smart guy that knew Aviation inside and 
out. Bernie did investigations pertaining to aviation 
accidents and risk evaluations at a lever that is way 
above most other investigators due to the experience 
he brought with him and could be counted on to be a 
fair and honest arbitrator in disputed aviation claims.

His presence and caring personality will be sorely 
missed and our sadness is selfish, in that we won’t 
have him there for conversation and his input to clarify 
our tall stories …he could trump them all with factual 
experience. Bernard will be sorely missed at the OFA 
conferences, we miss you Bernie.

“Bernie and the T6”

In Memoriam, 
Don Hendricks, OFA 79 

March 27th, 1929 to  September 8, 2015
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Speaking of the mid-year meeting, I will not be able 
to attend.  I have promised my family a spring break 
vacation, which covers the meeting time period.  I will 
make every attempt to be available via conference call 
during the business meeting however.

Another item for consideration that will be before you 
in March will be renaming the OFA scholarship.  David 
Gourgess, OFA 152, developed the idea of renaming 
the scholarship in honor of Bernie Coogan.  At my 
direction, the scholarship was recently presented 
at the Law Symposium in Daytona Beach in his 
name.  It will be up to the members to permanently 
rename the scholarship.  Bernie was the father of the 
OFA scholarship program and took great pride in its 
presentation.  When David proposed this idea, it made 
perfect sense.  Additionally, it gives the scholarship 
deeper meaning for the recipient.  

In 1987, I was the recipient of a $1,000 scholarship from 
Junior Achievement.  While an individual sponsored it, 
I have no recollection of the person or his significance.  
Presenting the scholarship in Bernie’s name with an 
appropriate plaque will memorialize his rich flying 
career and his contributions to the OFA and help to 
preserve his legacy.

Sincerely,

Eric Popper
Eric Popper 
OFA 156 
OFA President 2014-2015

Member Spot Light 
Bill Arnold, OFA 104

Known by many names, 
Bill, Hap, King Rat, and 
Mentor. Bill Arnold is our 
spotlighted member this 
issue. Bill’s resume is so 
long that it amazes and 
can only be summarized. 
He is a manager, adjuster, 
physicist, mathematician, 
engineer, a Airline 
Transport Rated pilot, US 
Air Force Command Pilot, 
holds US Navy Master’s 

certification for motor and patrol vessels and sailing 
vessels, as well as being a certified open water diver. He 
is presently the President and Chief Operating Officer 
of Arnold and Arnold, Inc., which he joined in 1977. The 
list of safety schools and courses attended is long and 
impressive, not to mention Licenses, Military Ratings, 
and Professional Organization memberships.  But all of 
that aside, Bill is Bill. He’s a mentor, friend, and the guy 
you want on your side when anything happens good or 
bad, as he’ll be a lot of fun with his dry sense of humor, 
or a lot of help to get you out of what ever mess you got 
yourself into.

Never far from his side is his extensive support network of 
family, friends, and his church. His wife Dru always stands 
out though. How often can you call a co-workers wife and 
not only have her know your name, but also know your 
family and be able to engage in a sincere conversation 
about them. Bill is a lucky guy, but then again I am sure 
Dru thinks she is a lucky gal also. In addition son Jack is 
one of the most polite and pleasant people I have ever 
met. Jack takes after his parents, and watching him grow 
into a man from a child is a pleasure that most of us at the 
OFA have had the pleasure of seeing, though it is hard to 
see the child in him any more. Jack has become a go to 
person at the office when we need information in short 
order.

Bill is currently the President and Chief Operating Officer 
of Arnold and Arnold, Inc. But you already know that. 
He also works as an independent consultant, which you 
also already know. But did you know that he is involved 
in movies? In researching this article I found that he is the 
Chief Operations Officer of a company that provides the 
guns and blanks for all those movies we enjoy so much. 
It just goes to show that he had a diverse back ground, a 
great sense of curiosity, and wide range of interests. He 
is also a great supporter of the OFA. Thanks Bill for all 
that you do.

Editor

“American Rockwell “Aero Commander 100”  
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aero_Commander_100)”

Name that Aircraft answer:

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE - Continued from pg. 1

“… in case you need another perspective”
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